For The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the twentieth century was a century of commemoration. Opening with statues of Brigham Young and Joseph Smith in Salt Lake City and closing with temples in Palmyra and Nauvoo, these ten decades witnessed a flurry of activity at historic sites, from monuments and celebrations to pageants and re-enactments. During the first half of the century, LDS historic sites developed individually and displayed a wide variety of functions. A successful exhibit at the 1964 New York World’s Fair prompted Church leaders to integrate proselytizing efforts into the sites, and during the 1960s and 1970s, the tourist-drawing work of the (non-institutional but member-owned) Nauvoo Restoration Inc. demonstrated the practicality and appeal of authentic site reconstruction. The past quarter century has been marked by both proselytizing and authenticity: Church President Spencer W. Kimball addressed a general conference audience via satellite from a newly constructed Peter Whitmer Farm home in 1980, global celebrations commemorated the 1997 sesquicentennial of the pioneer entry in the Salt Lake Valley, and the Church’s internet site presently advertises dozens of historic sites.1

The current ubiquity of historic sites belies the fact that the LDS Church has not always maintained them. When the Church purchased the birthplace of Joseph Smith a century ago, it owned only two other historic sites, and when President Joseph F. Smith authorized development of the birthplace it became the Church’s first historic property designed to accommodate visitors.2 In making this decision, Church
leaders did not embark on a mission-driven crusade to preserve cultural heritage. Instead, they acted cautiously, experimenting over the course of two decades with the site’s purposes and functions. Original plans for the site envisioned it as a railroad resort for missionaries, but a process of trial, error, and accumulated habit generated archival and informational functions directed toward hosting Mormons and non-Mormons as well. After five years, and in the wake of growing operation costs, oversight for the property shifted to the presiding bishopric who then directed its development as an income generating “memorial farm.” Along the way, site managers in Vermont experimented with a wide variety of activities ranging from fishing to botanical gardening, from writing contests to summer celebrations, from guest hosting to cattle-raising.

The development of Joseph Smith’s birthplace as a historic site was not a foreordained fact, and the managerial choices that brought about the transition from resort to farm grew out of the contingency inherent in the convergence of possibilities, individual experiences, and corporate fiscal constraints. This article considers the developmental history of the Joseph Smith Birthplace between an introductory backdrop of potentiality and a concluding foreground of modern historic site practice. Such an approach presents past commemorative practices that are somewhat different from modern ones, highlighting questions about what makes a place sacred and about the relationship between past and present.

While some of the specific managerial details of yesteryear may seem far removed from modern LDS sites that combine proselytizing and technology, the early directors took precedent-setting positions on issues that remain crucial today—uniting facts and faith, hosting friends and enemies, making peace with neighbors, and justifying commemorative work as a significant contribution toward building the kingdom. Looking back after thirty years, Joseph Fielding Smith observed that “the purchase of the old Mack farm and the erection of the Joseph Smith Memorial Monument, met with such remarkable success in allaying prejudice and the making of friends, that it became the stimulant for the purchase in later years of the Hill Cumorah, the Smith farm and Sacred Grove, and yet later the Whitmer farm.” Looking back after a century, we can observe that the work of these directors forms a crucial first chapter in a story of historic commemoration unparalleled by an American religious organization.3

Commemorative Roads Not Taken

As a preface to the story of the historical development of the Joseph Smith birthplace, it will be instructive to note four commemorative
roads not taken by the Latter-day Saints a century ago. Without script-
tural injunction or past precedent, the commemorative script was unwriting at the time, though not for lack of contemporary possibilities. In some cases, avoiding a commemorative road came as the result of con-
scientious discussion and enforced policy implementation; while in oth-
ers, church leaders and site administrators simply pursued a course con-
tingent upon circumstance and personal preference. In both situations, our modern understanding of what was is informed by our awareness of what was not.

First, however impossible it may be to imagine today, at the turn-of-
the-century the Church had the option, doctrinally, to ignore historic places. Grant Underwood has shown that the “undergirding essence” of early Mormonism was a future-looking millenarian world view. Steven L. Olsen has further demonstrated that this focus on the future transcribed itself onto Mormon social space in the layout of the city of Zion and its imitation in the temple-centered layouts of Kirtland, Nauvoo, and Salt Lake City. In a theological system that awaits the consumption of the earth and its renewal in paradisiacal glory, a case could have been made for the insignificance of historic places. Additionally, such doctrinal arguments could have been augmented by contemporary financial con-
cerns. In 1905, the Church remained in debt and was in the process of divesting itself of such costly endeavors as hospitals and the Salt Lake Theater. Even its commercial manufacturing operations struggled to make ends meet. Nevertheless, in the absence of precedent and the presence of debt, Latter-day Saints of a century ago chose to remember the place of Joseph Smith’s birth.

In light of such financial restraints, however, Church leaders could have demonstrated their interest in the past merely by marking the site of Joseph Smith’s birth with a monument. Though the Church had not engaged in the practice, individual and collected Latter-day Saints had already erected monuments and statues. George A. Smith, apostle and cousin of the Prophet, placed a simple monument to the Smith Family in the Topsfield, Massachusetts, cemetery in 1873, and fifteen years later Oliver B. Huntington similarly commemorated pioneers who died at Mt. Pisgah, Iowa. During the 1890s, the Brigham Young Memorial Association commissioned a statue of the colonizer that eventually found a place in downtown Salt Lake City. These individual efforts during the decades following the Civil War were part of an unprecedented outpouring of monuments in America, both on battlefields and on town squares. Generals on horseback, soldiers on pedestals, and slaves on their knees were etched into monumental proportion and scattered across the landscape. In time, statuary celebrations of the past became so ubiquitous
that some contemporary observers began to decry their excessive placement. By the turn-of-the-century, such contempt for monumental clutter found expression in a new “Progressive” sentiment that called for “living memorials”—such as bridges, parks, roads, and gardens—to blend commemoration with utilitarian purposes. In Progressive America, the possibility of a simple monument to Joseph Smith proved insufficient.

Third, as a religious organization, the Church could have developed the historic site as a shrine. Throughout history, millions of religious people have made pilgrimages to holy sites—whether they be the Ganges River in India, Mecca in the Middle East, or a roadside shrine to a Catholic saint in Europe. Across religious traditions, pilgrimage sites are recognized as places of miracles and communion with the divine. Latter-day Saints believe in miracles past and present, yet, when Church leaders announced their plans to develop Joseph Smith’s birthplace, they stated from the outset that it would not become “a holy shrine, or a ‘Mormon’ mecca, to which tens of thousands will make the annual pilgrimage.” Accordingly, Church leaders have never promoted the Prophet’s birthplace as a place of healing or miracle work, nor have they held pilgrimage to a historic site as a rite of passage or as prerequisite for ecclesiastical or spiritual advancement.

Finally, Church leaders could have developed the birthplace for the education of the faithful. Surveying over four hundred buildings preserved before 1926, Charles Hosmer found turn-of-the-century preservation efforts dominated by patriotic purposes and educational efforts. Whether it was Mt. Vernon’s Reconstruction-era message of a nation united under George Washington, the glorified installation of the “Lost Cause” ideology into restored Southern plantation mansions, or the public display of hardy pioneer heritage in the West, historic sites were justified as demonstrations of noble ancestral character, as reminders of the hardships faced, and as tools in the promotion of good citizenship in the rising generation. In 1904, when John W. Winder of the First Presidency proposed statues of Joseph and Hyrum Smith on Temple Square, he cited as a primary reason that they might serve as “an object lesson to our children and our children’s children throughout all generations.” However, similar language never found its way into the rhetoric justifying the maintenance of the Vermont site.

By remembering the past, by building more than a monument, by avoiding emphasis on pilgrimage or patriotic education, the Church of a century ago took its first steps into the arena of public historic commemoration. But the proposal to erect a monument to Joseph Smith in Vermont came to Church leaders from outside of ecclesiastical lines.
Junius F. Wells, founder of the Y.M.M.I.A., editor of The Contributor magazine for youth, a traveler, and a dabbler in mining, conceived the idea in 1894 and proposed it in April 1905. Church leaders authorized Wells to identify the site and purchase it, and when he returned to Salt Lake City in May 1905 with the title to the property, Wells resubmitted his proposal to erect a monument and memorial in time to celebrate the centennial of Joseph Smith’s birth. Possibly because of the opportunity, probably because of the novelty, and certainly because of the expense, leaders of the still-debt-stricken Church deliberated over Wells’s proposal for three weeks. The details of their discussion are not available, but the impact of their decision could scarcely have been imagined by those who read its announcement in the Salt Lake City paper.

“A Beautiful Summer Resort . . . for . . . Missionaries”

In a statement published on 1 July 1905, for readers of the Deseret Evening News, Junius Wells announced the plans of Church leaders for the development of the Joseph Smith birthplace. The majority of the article chronicled his efforts to identify the spot and announced the plans to erect a monument for the centennial. A sidebar announced what would be done with the site after December: “The ancient [Mack] farm is a natural park. By clearing out dead timber, making a roadway and some paths, it will be converted into a beautiful summer resort. The White brook flowing through it, hidden by trees, abounds in trout. The native Vermont deer run wild over the glades and hill tops. The Maple Sugar

Junius F. Wells designed the monument to Joseph Smith, oversaw its construction, and managed the site from 1905–1910. Photograph courtesy LDS Church Archives.
industry is at its best here. In early spring when the sap begins to flow, and before the winter’s snow has entirely gone, it is the delight of the people, old and young, to attend the syrup boilings and ‘sugaring off.’ There is to be erected a cottage for the use of a caretaker and accommodation of visitors. This will afford a pleasant resting place for a day or two to missionaries enroute to and from their foreign mission fields.”

The suggestions of natural resources, local interest, and proximity to travel routes all mark this as an announcement for a turn-of-the-century railroad resort. During the second half of the nineteenth century, iron rails linked America’s coasts, spawned cities, and standardized time. Anxious to encourage Americans to ride the rails, industry leaders promoted and developed resort destinations. The Northern Pacific carried people to Yellowstone, the Santa Fe to the Grand Canyon, and the Lackawanna and New York Central to Niagara Falls. In 1893, Church leaders had invested in the Saltair Resort on the shores of the Great Salt Lake, spending over half a million dollars to acquire lakeside property, construct a large entertainment pavilion, and subsidize a 16-mile railroad spur that carried visitors to the resort where they could float in nature’s salt bath.13 In Vermont the project seemed much simpler: the Vermont Central line ran within sight of the property and missionaries already caught ships to Europe out of Boston and New York City. For over a decade, the Vermont Board of Agriculture had been promoting the state’s farms and maple sugar products as emblematic of “what America was” and the 1905 tourist season saw the largest number of visitors in the state’s history.14

Church leaders gave Wells a carte blance order to carry out the project. In the summer of 1905, before quarry workers had even located all of the pieces of the monument, he hired Vermont surveyors Walker and Gallison to lay out plans for “a park, roads, walks and building lots.” Though Wells had modestly recommended “a small house of entertainment” in his June 1905 proposal, the vision of the site as a resort justified the construction of something larger—a three-story “Memorial Cottage.”15 A traveler from Logan, Utah, characterized the white clapboard building with its green lattice trim as “a cosy Modern house,” while Susa Young Gates more poetically rendered the cottage as being “in exact harmony with the whole atmosphere of reality and ideality. Its broad, simple, flowing outlines, its sunny, wide porches, and its great, roomy celler, its beautifully simple, yet costly furniture of mission design, its furnace below and its [five bedrooms and] bathroom above, all mark it as a modern miracle” with “such luxuries” found only “in hotels and books.”16

Over the next two years, the Church made three additional proper-
ty purchases that increased the size of the resort to 283 acres. In the summer of 1907, landscape architect Dana F. Dow of Ipswich, Massachusetts, arranged for the planting of hundreds of flowers throughout the property, including the Cinnamon Rose, which Wells renamed “The Prophet’s Rose.” Down the hill from the Monument and the Cottage, Wells installed a lily pond because “the presence of standing water in this almost ideal landscape completes its beauty, and is very grateful and refreshing in the summer time.” Into this pond, Wells piped water from nearby springs to create two fountains.

The diaries of missionaries returning from foreign service indicate that they did, indeed, view the site as a welcome resort. George Albert Smith stopped with his family on the way home from Europe and “expressed his pleasure in being back on American soil and his thankfulness for having been born in America.” Joseph Valentine registered his relief upon arrival from England: “to get away from that card playing, liquor drinking, tobbacco smoking gang on the boat & to get into a real Mormon home again was just like going from hell to heaven.” In an
expression of *amor patria* mixed with an overexposure to British foodways, Valentine noted that he “surely enjoyed my first real American meal again. We had potatoes & brown gravy, bread & butter home-made, plenty of good fresh milk & tomatoes, not cherries.”

In July 1906, Wells opened the resort to missionaries from the New England States Mission to celebrate Pioneer Day, thereby inaugurating a missionary tradition that endured for decades. The annual tradition grew over the years to include worship services, dinner, and a flag raising ceremony on “Patriarch Hill”—the largest hill on the property renamed to honor the Prophet’s martyred brother. By 1912, nearly seventy guests from throughout New England slept in tents and played baseball in the evenings. A decade later, Church President Heber J. Grant joined the missionaries in their celebration at the Joseph Smith Memorial resort.

“For the Entertainment of Representative Men of the Church”

If Salt Lake council-room designs initially cast the Joseph Smith Birthplace as a missionary resort, the two-and-a-half dozen Church leaders who attended the monument’s December 1905 dedication six months later came away with an enhanced vision of the resort as a destination for Church members as well. In a modification of previous policy, Francis M. Lyman, President of the Quorum of the Twelve, predicted that “this
is only a little pilgrimage that is made for the dedication. You will find that travel will increase over this road, and it will become one of the most famous spots in Vermont or any other section of the United States after a while.” Of course, it would require over six decades—and the assistance of post-war industrial expansion, the democratization of automobile ownership, the Highway Act, and the invention of middle-class leisure time—before large numbers of Latter-day pilgrims could visit the site. Nevertheless, Junius Wells caught this vision and began to develop the entire site, but particularly the Memorial Cottage, as a “historical repository for the entertainment of representative men of the Church.”

Already designed as a modern building, the Cottage was well-suited to a hosting function and quickly transformed into a historical repository as well. Above the fireplace in the large living room, Wells hung paintings of Joseph, Hyrum, and Lucy Mack Smith. Elsewhere, the walls displayed steel engravings of prominent Mormons and U.S.
Presidents. Photographs presented views of the Salt Lake Temple, Smith family homes, and the monument’s construction. Wells stocked a small library with biographies of Joseph, church histories, and doctrinal treatises, believing that these items gave the cottage “a memorial character” and a “delightful influence and spirit.”

In addition to visual material, the Cottage also preserved the most tangible link to the time of Joseph Smith’s birth. Before Wells’s arrival, the only remains of the Smith family home were some crumbling cellar walls and foundation stones—the wooden above-ground structure having been dismantled previously for other uses. Able to identify one of the stones as the hearthstone, Wells commissioned local architect F. A. Walker to design the modern Cottage so as to feature the hearthstone—in its original position—as its focal point. Wells believed that “Joseph Smith was only three years old when his parents moved; so if he had any association with that hearthstone, it was as a child . . . perhaps it was where he was washed and dressed as a babe.” Wells encouraged visitors (including President Smith on dedication day) to sit on the hearthstone and gaze reflectively out the large bay window “down towards Sharon.”

Looking back from the twenty-first century, the destruction of the authentic ruins of the Smith family home in order to construct a hotel mocks our modern historical sensibilities. Our reactions are largely shaped by the fact that American preservation in the twentieth century followed a path of professionalization that has emphasized authenticity, originality, and architectural aesthetics—unlike, for example, the Englishman John Ruskin’s desire to allow buildings to decay naturally or the Frenchman Viollet-le-Duc’s efforts in France to create out of ruins “a completed state which may never have existed at any particular time.”

Without competition from our modern authenticity ethos, Wells’s decision struck a chord with his contemporaries. Susa Young Gates concluded: “Sentiment is the source of all the beauty and harmony in the world. And the most delicate, artistic, and vibrating of life’s unities prompted Junius F. Wells to choose [the hearthstone as] the one thing of all others most fit to form the keynote of the whole harmonic structure.” Other features of the resort-repository connected visitors with such “vibrating unities of life.” Weary travelers could dip their bucket in the same well that served the Smith family, or imbibe “cider, made from Grandfather Mack’s own apple trees.” Thus, for Wells’s generation, the past was not a “foreign country,” abruptly severed from and incomprehensible to the present, but rather the present flowed out of the past as smoothly and naturally as cider from ancestral apples.

Blending the ecclesiastical with the ecological, visiting Saints could
also leave a personal living legacy at the birthplace, chronicled in a five-page document titled simply “Tree Record.” As part of an invitation-only informal reception in September 1906, Joseph F. Smith planted the first tree in “First Presidency Row,” a hexagonal cluster of six pine trees laid out around a central spruce. The next several planting seasons witnessed the establishment of an “Apostle’s Grove” and “Seventies Row,” along with the planting of over one thousand maple trees (including the presently-beloved double row along the entrance) and approximately two hundred pines and spruces. In 1909, Joseph Fielding Smith inaugurated the “Smith Family Row” and Wells set aside “Missionary Hill” for those resort-stopping elders who wanted to leave an arboreal legacy. One row on this hill was designated for “faithful missionaries who were true in life & death & have gone to labor with Joseph Smith & his associates in the Spirit World.” This type of “living history”—quite unlike a costumed pioneer “interpreting” a relic—united member and missionary, past and present, living and dead through symbolic and literal integration with eternal Nature.

By the summer of 1907 the major physical features of the resort-repository had taken shape—the modern Cottage and the commemorative Monument nestled into a neatly cultivated landscape in the rolling hills of Vermont. When Wells learned that a photographer from Utah, George Edward Anderson, was visiting places of significance in Mormon
history, he wasted no time in extending a personal invitation to Vermont. Anderson arrived late in the year and stayed for several months, capturing scenes of the monument, cottage, and Vermont environs. Wells used the photographs to promote public awareness of the site, making sure the images appeared in Mormon periodical literature. He sent copies of the photographs to newspapers, such as the Boston Sunday Globe and the Deseret News, and colored sketches of some of the photographs were included in a twelve-piece promotional postcard set.

Wells also distributed promotional mementos that bore tangible connection to the site. When a center portion of one of the monument’s granite pieces was removed to facilitate handling, Wells ordered the excess reshaped into fifty polished paper weights that he presented to the Utahns attending the monument’s dedication. Finding a large sumach growing out of the cellar hole, Wells ordered it cut, dried, and made into picture frames, paper cutters, and other souvenirs. Wells sent photographs of the Monument—framed in the sumach tree—to be hung in Church schools, in the temples of Utah, and in the mission headquarters of Europe. The president of the St. George, Utah, Temple, wrote personally to thank Wells, assuring him that it would “give general satisfaction to the saints who come to this Temple to see that on the birthplace of the greatest Prophet that has lived upon the earth, save Jesus Christ, there has been an all-time enduring monument erected to his Sacred Memory.”

The novelty of the site combined with Wells’s innovative promotion thereof induced many Mormon travelers to stop at the resort-repository on their way through the region. Those who did invariably commented on the sacredness of the built landscape. Frederick Mitchell, on a tour with his wife that later included stops in Boston, Palmyra, Philadelphia, and Nauvoo, wrote: “In describing this Monument the writer has not the ability in the use of words to express the feelings of the heart, and the thrill of veneration that permeates ones whole being, but there will be a prayerful echo in response to the facts expressed by every Latter-day Saint, who may visit this place; There is a sacred hallowed influence pervading these grounds, that lend strength to testimony to the Divine Mission of that great and just man Joseph Smith the Prophet of God.” Susa Young Gates similarly attested that “What the monument is, no one can describe,” yet when observed “together with the cottage which nestles near it” “the heart of every Latter-day Saint is thrilled with that worshipful peace . . . such as fills the soul only when standing before the unique and splendid architecture of our Salt Lake Temple.” A visitor from Washington found the site “as pretty as Salt Lake City,” while a vis-
itor from Salt Lake City recycled Brigham Young’s words to declare “This is the place.”

A visit to the resort-repository also triggered encounters with imagined landscapes. Many visitors experienced a sense of timeless sublime, describing the site variously as a “sacred spot,” “a place of quiet and rest,” “a wonderful place for meditation and prayer,” or “a spot to get nearer to God.” For one visitor to the birthplace, time, space, and scripture collapsed: “There is a spirit about those places as there is about the revelations of the Lord to the Prophet Joseph Smith.” A visitor from Idaho felt connected not with the past, but with the future at the site, seeing signs of “Mormon energy and . . . their future destiny.” After seeing “the old well where Jos[eph] no doubt drew water & the forest fields where he must have played as a boy,” a Latter-day Saint departed down Dairy Hill and “As we walked along inhaling the crisp refreshing air I thought of the Prophet & his brother Hyrum & the many other church leaders long ago & since who have walked the same paths.” Another saint, less explicit about the content of his interaction, nevertheless noted its impact: “The thought of what occurred here stirs my soul to higher thoughts and motives.”

Describing historic sites as “sacred” and “worshipful” is not uncommon, but there are subtle differences in past Latter-day Saint usage than should not go unnoticed. Modern visitors to “sacred ground” often consider their visit as homage to the efforts of those in the past who consecrated the ground by their lives (and especially by their deaths). It is interesting to note, however, that Joseph Smith’s birthplace was not sacred to these visitors because of past events, but rather because of the fact that they themselves had journeyed there in the present. In his December 1905 dedicatory prayer, President Joseph F. Smith spoke not of the past, but pled instead for the future: “that Thou wilt bless and sanctify all the land surrounding this spot,” supplicating “May it be hallowed by Thy people.” For turn-of-the-century Latter-day Saint visitors to Joseph Smith’s birthplace, the sanctifying of historic sites occurred as visitors in the present affirmed their belief in the past.

To “Speak the Prophet’s Name ‘for Good’ to all Nations”

While initial plans for the resort-repository did not imagine a Gentile audience, three influences converged in Vermont to make this obvious additional application. First, Vermonters had assisted Wells in every step of the monumental construction process—from planning and management, to quarrying and polishing, to transportation and assem-
and many Vermonters, in turn, considered the monument a tribute to their prized granite industry. But the construction of the monument also provoked criticism throughout New England as circuit speakers, magazine editors, and local residents spoke out against both the Mormons and the Vermonters who welcomed them. Finally, the passage of time demonstrated that far more New Englanders than traveling Mormon elite actually visited the site. The fifty Mormons present at the monument’s dedication shared the day with nine times as many non-Mormons, and page after page of signatures in the guest register display visitors from states in New England far more frequently than from the West.

If the trinity of impulses to express gratitude, counter criticism, and host neighbors produced an interest in catering to non-Mormons at the site, there existed little by way of precedent to suggest exactly how to proceed. Should visitors hear a gospel sermon, or simply meditate at the site? What messages should be shared? Who should share them? In 1902, a Bureau of Information had opened on Salt Lake’s Temple Square to provide inquiring tourists with correct information about the Latter-day Saints. Within the decade, Church leaders would authorize publication of photographs and descriptions of temple activities in an attempt to state a positive position rather than defend against critical attacks. The time was right for proactive image management in the Green Mountain state.

Rather than simply answering happenstance askers, Wells actively campaigned to bring people to his public information bureau. Invitations to the monument’s dedication were sent to civil leaders throughout the state and published in area newspapers. In May 1906, Wells hosted Vermont Governor C. J. Bell, state school superintendent M. S. Stone, and Frank Greene, editor of the St. Alban’s Messenger. The governor “expressed pleasure at what he saw,” and the following week he returned to the monument with his wife. When local high school classes resumed in September, Wells offered a prize to the student who wrote the best essay on the Monument. Wells hosted Governor Fletcher D. Proctor and half a dozen state officials in 1908—this time their wives also attended. (Wells learned quickly). In the summer of 1909, General O. O. Howard, “who used to be an enemy,” consented to visit the site and Wells rejoiced in “draw[ing] out from the veteran general an expression of approval of the enterprise of our people in building so beautiful a monument.”

For a brief time, Wells employed a Vermonter to both care for the site and to greet visitors, but halted the practice after only two years. If he ever permitted missionaries to preach at the site, Wells never made a
record of it, though he strongly advised President Joseph F. Smith against making the resort-repository-bureau “a mission or conference headquar-
ters or place of very active propaganda.” Instead, he believed that “every
soul who comes to visit the Monument should feel free to come and free
to go, taking away simply a favorable impression and testimony of the
place itself.” As a structural demonstration of this belief, Wells “pur-
poseously made a wide open gate-way but without gates” so that visitors
might “feel that they were welcome to come and bring their friends at all
times . . . to go about the grounds and view the premises.” Wells did not
try to corral visitors into a discussion of religion, but rather thought it
more effective if missionaries called on the visitors later, at their homes,
“carrying whatever discussion and conflict that may arise away from this
place instead of concentrating it there at the risk of breeding strife and
enmity.” He believed that if Latter-day Saints simply held their own
meetings at the site it would “naturally attract such others as are likely to
join us,” including “reporters of the papers and magazines, prominent
men and women in politics and literature, and other professions of whom
so many spend the summer months in neighboring resorts.”

Joseph F. Smith dedicated the Monument as “a silent witness for
Thee to all who may look upon it,” and for Wells, the absence of proselytizers contributed toward “the main object” of maintaining the resort-repository-bureau: “that it may for years to come speak the Prophet’s name ‘for good’ to all nations.” Wells left no written script documenting the message he shared with Vermonters, though some of the visual images displayed in the Memorial Cottage help elucidate the ways in which he promoted the Prophet’s name “for good.” They also demonstrate that Wells continued the three themes emphasized at the dedication of the Monument: Mormonism’s Vermont roots, Joseph Smith’s American patriotism, and modern prophetic fulfillment.45

First, Wells emphasized Mormonism’s century-long ties to the Green Mountain State. Over three dozen photographs of the monument’s construction reminded visitors that the development of the birthplace served to “weld another link in the chain that is binding Utah and Vermont so happily together.”46 New Englanders also could be proud of Joseph Smith because he was an American patriot. Wells directed visitors’ attention to a framed statement made by Harvard graduate and former mayor of Boston Josiah Quincy (1802-1882) in his widely read Figures of the Past: “It is by no means improbable that some future textbook, for the use of generations yet unborn, will contain a question something like this: What historical American of the nineteenth century has exerted the most powerful influence upon the destinies of his countrymen? And it is by no means impossible that the answer to that interrogatory may be thus written: Joseph Smith, the Mormon prophet.” In this vein, the Cottage also contained steel engravings of U.S. Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and incumbent Theodore Roosevelt—themselves soon to be memorialized at Mt. Rushmore.47

Wells also employed a three-step technique that transformed the visitor into evidence that Joseph was a prophet. First, Wells presented a painting depicting the vision of John the Revelator with a framed statement of chapter 14, verse 6: “I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel.” He next directed his visitor’s attention to a painting of the angel Moroni and Joseph—the fulfillment of John’s prophecy and the occasion for another, also framed on the wall: “He called me by name, and said . . . that my name should be had for good and evil among all nations” (Joseph Smith-History, 1:33). Turning to the visitor, Wells concluded, “you of the world, unbelievers in ‘Mormonism,’ have been speaking the name of Joseph Smith for evil; we Latter-day Saints have built this monument and this memorial to show our love, our admiration and our testimony . . . . So, between you and us we have fulfilled the words of the angel of God, and proved Joseph Smith
... a prophet of God." 48

In addition to invited guests, the resort-repository-bureau also hosted the thousands of visitors who appeared over the course of those first two decades. By the summer of 1914 the Deseret Evening News reported that “Nearly every day, and always on Sunday, there are visitors to the monument, and most of them go away with a good impression.” The guest register bears the signatures of visitors from Boston to Burlington who went away “happily surprised” to have visited this “ideal spot.” A young girl from South Royalton who visited frequently called the birthplace “the best place on earth (I love it).” Of course, other reactions were also possible. Struck by the commemoration of a mortal prophet, a woman from Michigan emphasized in her entry: “Jesus said, I am the way the truth and the light,” but a reverend from Strafford, Vermont, wrote “Glad I was here.” In what was certainly a unique response for the time, a New Hampshire man noted in his entry dated 27 June 1909, that he was the first person baptized into the Mormon Church at the site. 49

Other visitors left their impressions in newspapers throughout the region. In June 1908 the Boston Sunday Globe featured an article that “breathes out a spirit of fairness,” while the following year a writer for The Boston Traveler was “greatly exercised” over a gubernatorial visit to the site and “pour[ed] out . . . vials of wrath upon the governor for giving official recognition to the Prophet.” In 1922, the local Vermont paper approvingly noted that the birthplace was “really a highland park, abounding in bright-colored flowers, green and well-trimmed lawns and graveled walks, with plenty of convenient spots for gathering around the lunch basket. The distant view is charming with high hills in rear, but a long vista of the Green mountains to be seen the west. There is good running water, parkingspace for autos and what is quite nice, a cheerful greeting from the parties in charge of the property.” 50

In the spring of 1908 the First Presidency asked Wells for an evaluation of the resort-repository-bureau. After outlining the progress, he recommended the addition of cattle and horses, a complete botanical garden, a stocked fishing pond, and “an octagon summer house” on top of Patriarch Hill that would be visible from the railway (unlike the rail lines serving other resorts of the period, the Vermont Central had not made efforts to promote the birthplace to its travelers). Anticipating the expense he concluded: “I do not think the Prophet’s Birthplace should be exploited for profit. There are so many other and better ways to make money.” 51 It was not an uncommon occurrence at that time (or since) for preservation efforts to lose steam when the realities of annual upkeep set in. 52 Church leaders were in the process of systematizing their finances
and therefore acted cautiously. They transferred direct supervision of the site from the First Presidency to the Presiding Bishopric and counseled Wells to close old accounts before opening new ones. As a result of this increased focus on accounting, the botanical garden exists only in the architect’s drawings, and the house on Patriarch Hill was never seen from the rails. However, for leaders looking for a way to make money in Vermont—a state with more cows than people until 1963 and on a hill still known as “Dairy Hill”—the recommendation of a cattle herd presented possibilities.

A “Memorial [Dairy] Farm”

In March 1911, the First Presidency appointed Frank L. Brown as manager of the Joseph Smith Birthplace. Born in Salt Lake City in 1875, Brown had married Winnifred Tibbs in September 1902 and left with her the following month on a mission to Great Britain (these newlywed missionaries might have enjoyed a stop at a resort en route; they returned two years later with a son, Kenneth). The thirty-six-year-old Brown received a double mandate from Church leaders to maintain the traditions established at the site and to experiment with farming activities.

Between 1911 and 1919, while the monument, cottage, lily pond, and groves remained, the outlying property at the birthplace changed dramatically. Over the first few years Brown acquired three horses, five pigs, and nearly thirty dozen hens. When Brown arrived, the resort had possessed only its maple sugaring tools, but by the end of the decade he had added a manure spreader, a seeder, a potato hoe, a milking machine and separator, and two ice cream freezers. In 1914, a $3,000 barn was erected to house a large herd (31 head) of Jersey cattle and the requisite outbuildings—a smaller dairy barn, a horse barn, a granary, two silos, a corn crib, and a grain bin—also appeared. In 1915, Brown reported seven acres of lawns and fifty acres of alfalfa under cultivation. By 1918, the site had covered its expenses and generated a small profit.

Tensions in the transition from resort to farm can be seen in the experience of the site’s caretaker, Edwin Clifford. A professional gardener who converted to Mormonism in England in 1901, Clifford initially resisted Brown’s invitations to care for the resort’s “400 varieties of flowers in the garden beds.” After two years, a cancelled passage on the Titanic, and a prayer, Clifford brought his wife and nine children to Vermont. Though he was “a bit homesick at first,” Clifford enjoyed caring for the flowers, but soon found himself putting up barbed wire fences and milking cows. After four years of memorial farm labor, Clifford asked
for permission to leave his position at the birthplace. He went first to Massachusetts to work on a berry farm, and later returned to professional gardening at a wealthy estate in Connecticut.\textsuperscript{58}

Missionary participation increased at the farm under Brown. Missionaries still stopped en route to foreign lands, and still converged en masse for Pioneer Day, but they now began to perform farm work. Brown invited missionaries during sugaring season, at harvest time, or for special construction projects. Some missionaries were assigned to work hauling hay, milking cows, weeding corn, and completing farm chores for the entire summer season. The unpaid labor certainly played a significant role in the growth and success of the farm, and New England Mission President Ben E. Rich told missionaries that “the elders who were laboring on the Joseph Smith Memorial Farm were doing just as great a work as those who were in the service distributing gospel literature.”\textsuperscript{59}

Despite the fact that their resort was being transformed into a labor camp, there is evidence to suggest that the missionaries did not seem to mind. Simply stated, proselytizing in Vermont in the 1910s was hard work. While future hotel owner J. Willard Marriott and his companion may be the only elders who were chased out of a Vermont town by gun-
fire, most missionaries passed day after day walking, passing out tracts, requesting evening board, and being denied more often than not. Elder Louis W. Larsen of Cache County, Utah, poetically satirized an average day in which he encountered only Vermonters who “like . . . a Mormon elder like a bulldog likes a hare,” and “trudged all afternoon without a bite to eat;/ Stopping now and then to rest our burning blistered feet.” Elder William Rappleye of Cowley, Wyoming, enjoyed his summer haying assignment so much that even when all the missionaries were “resting up” after the pioneer day festivities, “us farmer boys [who] couldn’t lay still had to get out and cook up a piece of hay [and] hauled 2 loads.” In August 1916, Elder Ervin Hawkins and three others dropped in at the farm unannounced, only to be recruited by Brown and Clifford to help construct a large shed. “We enjoyed the work very much,” Hawkins wrote, “and I feel happy to think that I can leave any kind of a memorial here to show of our visit.”

Of course, the missionaries did not pass all of their time at farm work. Cool summer evenings brought baseball, lawn games, ice cream, and watermelon. One Sunday afternoon, four elders set out to play croquet: “We made a start and was getting along nicely When Sister Brown informed us that we were breaking the Sabath[,] after a short argument We put our Mallets up and decided to take a walk.” Finding themselves in Apostle Grove, the elders “stopped and sang a few hymns.” Meanwhile, back at the cottage, a visitor who stood gazing at the monument “could hear a feint sound of [their] singing.” She was so “carried away” that she sighed to her guide, “O, if I could only just go to where that singing was.” In recent years, though entirely unrelated to this event, those restless elders have been replaced by a permanent loudspeaker system that wafts the music of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir through the trees.

A subtle—but perhaps the most significant—change in policy under Brown lies in the fact that, unlike Wells, he and Clifford took up year-round residence in New England. One commemorative implication came during the Browns’ first winter when they celebrated Joseph Smith’s birthday in Vermont on 23 December, something that had not been done since the monument’s dedication in 1905. The decision had practical implications as well. In a state known for its ambivalence toward “outsiders,” the Browns and Cliffords came much closer to being part of the local community. Kenneth Brown and the Clifford children attended the local schoolhouse across the street, sweeping the room and lighting the fire on winter mornings. Frank Brown was elected to the school committee, and his wife was a member of the local parent-teacher
association. The children attended Sunday School activities with Vermonters, and Edith Clifford was employed in neighbor Emily McIntosh’s renowned mincemeat enterprise. The seeder and potato hoe used on the farm were purchased in combination with two other neighbors, and all the neighbors cut ice blocks in the winter from the Mormon pond.  

As an outgrowth of this living arrangement Brown frequently invited local residents to the memorial. Brown told the Deseret Evening News that “the farm really serves as a public park for the people of the county.” After an agreement that missionaries would not proselytize Hill residents, they came out in increasing number each year to celebrate the nearly week-long pioneer day festivities with the missionaries, and in 1915 well over half of the about two hundred guests were local neighbors. That same year Brown also invited the Dairy Hill School and neighborhood to hold its annual picnics at the site. In the words of local historian Hope Nash, the Mormons “made themselves pleasant.” Local neighbors reciprocated the Browns’ friendship when, in September 1916, to celebrate Frank and Winnifred’s thirteenth wedding anniversary, approximately one hundred residents marched up to the cottage dressed in their “Sunday finery.” The neighbors presented the Browns with “a beautiful carving set of silver” and the group’s spokesperson said, in effect, “We do not know why we do this. You know New Englanders rarely welcome anyone to their midst, but regard them as strangers until they have been in our midst at least 20 years. And here, after only six years, we find ourselves regarding Mr. and Mrs. Brown and their son Kenneth as one of us, and expressing our esteem and love for them, for we do love them.” The Browns accepted the gift and the guests enjoyed games, readings, music, and refreshments. When President Joseph F. Smith called the Browns to Vermont he “blessed them to go up there and live the gospel rather than to preach it, and had prophesied that a few years would turn hate into love, and the people would come to them voluntarily in love.” They felt this occasion fulfilled that promise.

Late in 1918, Frank Brown caught influenza and he died on 1 January 1919. The Deseret Evening News praised the Browns for transforming “a barren rocky stretch” into “a model farm, with up-to-date barns, dairy and sheep herds.” For the next thirty-five years, management of the memorial farm alternated between Heber C. Smith and Angus J. Cannon. The adopted son of Joseph F. Smith, Heber had formerly served as the state dairy and food commissioner of Utah and the Salt Lake Telegram announced that he intended to introduce “modern business methods” to the farm in order to “cultivate the land to the greatest
extent and make it a revenue producing proposition. Heretofore only the historical and sentimental side has been attended to, but it is believed that with greater production of crops by the cultivation of a great area that the property may become self-supporting.” Cannon, the former president of the Swiss and German mission and an experienced dairyman, continued to skillfully emphasize the farming aspect of the property, as attested by the large scrapbooks bursting with ribbons for prize-winning cattle at the local Tunbridge World’s Fair. The site remained a memorial dairy farm until the 1950s.65

Conclusion

Over the course of two decades, the Joseph Smith birthplace served as a missionary resort, a historical repository and reception center, a public information bureau, and finally as a memorial dairy farm. None of these functions were pre-determined, and only the former was planned at the outset. A process of experimentation and accumulated habit produced a changing storyline contingent upon the needs of Church headquarters as well as the interests of local directors. The physical property was manipulated to accommodate decorative planting, extensive reforestation, and livestock cultivation. The target constituencies expanded from traveling missionaries to include Mormons and non-Mormon neighbors. Oversight passed from the First Presidency to the Presiding Bishopric. Maintained by a church, the site’s non-liturgical functions defy its categorization as a religious shrine. Established at a place of historic interest, its entertainment and economic functions disqualify it as a purely commemorative venture.

Of course, the site directors had no idea they were inaugurating a tradition of commemorative work by the Church. Nor could they anticipate the advances in historical scholarship, archeological inquiry, and technological presentation that the coming century would bring. Comparing their efforts to sites maintained by the LDS Church in the twenty-first century illuminates significant differences between the historical sensibilities—but not the underlying needs—of Latter-day Saints then and now. Whereas visitors to today’s historic sites use authentic reconstructions and sophisticated technological interpretations in an attempt to “go back in time,” early visitors to the Joseph Smith birthplace felt united with the past by integrating material remains—such as the hearthstone, well, and apple trees—into their own modern context. The past became significant not for its separate reality from the present, but for its ability to flow relevantly into present experience. Furthermore, the prop-
erty did not carry “lessons” for the present, but rather, by constructing a monument and paying homage to the site, visitors declared their affirmation of the validity of times previous. Concerning the sacred, twenty-first century saints are touched by the exquisite temples, testifying missionaries, and cultivated landscapes at modern historic sites, whereas the Saints who visited Joseph Smith’s birthplace a century ago meditated, bore their own testimonies, and symbolically overcame their mortality by planting trees.

Any visit to a historic site invites contemplation of human temporality. When the Boston journalist James Morgan visited the memorial farm in April 1931, he commented on the grounds, trees, flowers, and well. Sitting in the Memorial Cottage, the latest in contemporary technology permitted his reflections on transcending time to merge with the transcendence of space: “Above the old hearthstone about which [Joseph Smith] played is his picture, with his brother’s and their mother’s, as if they were listening to the radio beaming across the 2,000 miles the music of the great organ in the tabernacle, which was built by the vision of a Vermont prophet and by the hands of another.” The vision and the hands that built the Joseph Smith Birthplace into a missionary resort and a memorial farm laid a foundation for a new era of Mormon commemorative religious experience that continues into the twenty-first century.
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